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Te continuous rigid structure bridge on both sides of the Quanzhou Bay Crossing Bridge uses double-limbed thin-walled fexible
piers for the junction piers between the links, and the whole bridge has no bearings. In China, the monolithic bearing-free
prestressed concrete continuous rigid-frame bridge is used in railway bridges.Te junction pier between the two adjacent couplets
is a double-leg thin-walled fexible pier. Te single leg thin-walled pier is connected with half of the pier-top segment. During the
construction process, the block with numbered zero on the top of the pier is temporarily anchored and connected. Symmetrical
cantilevered baskets are used on both sides for construction, and after the mid-pier cantilevered construction is completed, the
temporary anchoring device for the block with numbered zero is removed. Because the structural system conversion is required in
the construction, the mechanical properties of the junction pier will change greatly before and after the conversion, so it is very
necessary to calculate and analyze it to master. In this paper, the fnite element model of the connecting pier is established
accurately, the stress and deformation of each part of the connecting pier under unfavorable working conditions is analyzed in
detail, the seismic spectrum analysis under the action of common earthquake and rare earthquake is carried out, and the stress and
deformation law of the structure is expounded, which can provide some reference for the construction of similar projects in the
future.

1. General Situation of the Project

1.1. Introduction to Rigid Bridge Intersection Piers. Te ap-
proach bridge on both sides of the main bridge of Fuzhou-
Xiamen high-speed railway is an integral bearing-free pre-
stressed concrete continuous rigid-frame bridge. Te con-
tinuous rigid structure bridge on both sides of the Quanzhou
Bay Crossing Bridge uses double-limbed thin-walled fexible
piers for the junction piers between the links, and the whole
bridge has no bearings. In China, the monolithic bearing-free
prestressed concrete continuous rigid-frame bridge is used in
railway bridges. Te structure of the grouted mortise-tenon
joints used in the prefabricated structure is complicated, and
the force applied to them is special, but there was very little
research on these joints before [1].

Te thickness of the box girder roof of the zero block of
the connecting pier is gradually changed from 90 cm to
40 cm, and the pier-top segment and the pier body are
consolidated with the thick bottom plate. Te structure is
basically the same as the zero block of the middle pier, except
that there is a beam joint in the center of the box girder and
the design theoretical width is 15 cm.

Te total length of block zero is 12m, the height of the
beam tapers from 660 cm to 607.5 cm, the thickness of the
web of block zero tapers from 90 cm to 70 cm, and the
thickness of the outer web is increased to 100 cm where it
meets the pier. 1.9m thick cross partitions are provided at
the end of the box girder and two 160 cm× 140 cmmanholes
are provided at each end, the thickness of the bottom plate
tapers from 1.5m to 1.051m, and water drainage holes are
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provided (the food efect is considered in this element [2]).
Te thickness of the base plate is gradually changed from
1.5m to 1.051m, and drainage holes are provided. Te
structure of the zero block of the junction pier is shown in
Figure 1.

1.2. Anchorage Prestressing of the Zero Block of the Transfer
Pier. Common manipulators include rigid manipulators
and fexible manipulators. Flexible joint manipulators have
signifcant advantages over traditional rigid manipulators in
terms of response speed, control accuracy, and load-to-
weight ratio, but they are highly nonlinear and strongly
coupled, which brings great challenges to the controller
design [3]. Te anchorage prestressing in the zero block of
the junction pier includes permanent prestressing and
temporary prestressing.

Te permanent prestressed tendons ST1, ST1, and ST2
use 15 φj 15.24 steel strands, while SB1′, SB2′, SB3′, SB5, SB6,
and SB7 use 19 φj 15.24 steel strands. Te layout of per-
manent prestressed tendons is shown in Figure 2.

Te overhanging sections of the junction pier are set up
with 2 bundles of SB1′, SB2′, and SB3′ in the corresponding
webs from M1 to M8, 4 bundles of SBS and a spare east
bundle of SBY in the M1 section of the bottom plate, 4
bundles of SB4 in the M2 section, 2 bundles of SB3 in the M3
section, 4 bundles of SB2 in the M4 section, and 4 bundles of
SB1 in the M5 section. Te arrangement of prestressing steel
bundles in the overhanging sections of the junction pier is
shown in Figure 3.

Te setting of temporary anchoring prestress can reduce
the amount of cast-in-place support and improve the
construction efciency in the construction of rigid-frame
bridge. Except for the cast-in-place support for block zero of
the transfer pier, the hanging basket cantilever casting
technology is adopted for other beam sections. In order to
ensure the smooth implementation of the suspension casting
construction, the temporary prestress is designed to be set on
the transfer pier.

Under the infuence of the beam joint at the top of the
pier, in order to ensure the construction safety of the
cantilever segment, the zero block is temporarily anchored
so that the segments on both sides of the beam joint of the
zero block form an integral joint. Te temporary anchoring
of Block Z includes anchoring of the partition plate, as well
as anchoring of the top and bottom plates. PSB830φ25
precision-rolled threaded steel is used for the temporary
anchoring of the partition plate, which is horizontally and
longitudinally anchored on both sides of the beam joint. Te
stress during anchoring and tension control is 740MPa. Te
fnished rolled rebar is located on and below the manhole,
with a total of 4 rows.Tere are 24 vertical spacing 80 cm and
horizontal spacing 40 cm in the upper 2 rows of the manhole
and 24 vertical spacing 57 cm and 40 cm horizontal spacing
in the lower 2 rows of the manhole, as shown in Figure 4.

Te transverse distance between the permanent pre-
stressed steel beam and the temporary prestressed steel beam
at the roof is 25 cm. Te distance between them is 69 cm at
the foor. Te web spacing is 80 cm and 55 cm, respectively.

Te relative relationship between temporary prestress and
permanent prestress is shown in Figure 4.

1.3. Transverse Limiting Device. In order to ensure that the
fnal bridge line type meets the requirements of design and
construction technical specifcations, transverse limiters are
installed at the end of the beam between two pairs of
3× 70m rigid frame and between 3× 70m rigid frame and
2× 70m rigid frame, and each transfer pier has two sets. Te
transverse limiter is installed in the reserved slot at the end of
the beam.Te height of the groove is 67 cm and the length is
82 cm. Te structure and installation position of the lateral
limiter are shown in Figure 5.

2. Key Construction Technology of No.
0 Block of Junction Pier

After the bracket is precompressed, the side formwork, end
formwork, and beam seam formwork of the box girder are
installed, and then, the bottom web reinforcement and
prestressedmetal bellows are installed.Ten, the inner cavity
scafold is set up, and the inner roof formwork, roof re-
inforcement, and precast box girder concrete are installed.
Te relevant construction process of “No. 0 block” of
junction pier is shown in Figure 6.

2.1. Installation and Fixing of Beam Seam Formwork.
Trough the experimental study of six kinds of beam joint
support methods (Figure 5), it is found that using 10mm
steel plate as plane formwork and 2.21mm visa plates as
beam joint support has the best mechanical properties and
the smallest deformation. Te support mode of this kind of
beam joint is adopted in the actual construction.

Te beam joint support method is to install the pre-
stressed groove template at the bottom plate frst, then install
the plane template, and fnally, install the remaining groove
and manhole template in place in turn. Te two Vesar plates
are fxed with M5× 60 cross-groove self-tapping screws, and
processed in blocks. During processing, holes are opened at
the corresponding prestressed pipeline position. After the
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the structure of the No. 0 block of
the junction pier.
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assembly of the bottom dies and side die of the zero block is
completed, the whole lifting is carried out. Te beam seam
template is overall located on the bottom die as shown in
Figure 7.

tIn nonlinear fnite element analysis, it is necessary to have
the right assumption of the nonlinear behavior of prestressed
reinforced concrete (PC), such as cracking and plasticity of
concrete, yielding of reinforcing steel, tension stifening, and
shear retention [4]. After the installation of the beam joint
formwork is completed, one end of the equal angled steel with
50 degree is welded on both sides of the steel skeleton, and the
other end is used to hold the formwork. Te top of the
formwork is welded on the side formwork to fx the formwork
to prevent the beam joint formwork from foating during the
concrete pouring process. Te concrete pouring process
should be controlled at all times.

Te construction of the zero block of the transfer pier is
completed, only the reserved slot and the hole template are
removed, and the construction of the closure section cor-
responding to the transfer pier and the adjacent middle piers
on both sides is completed in accordance with the con-
struction closure sequence. After all the prestress is ten-
sioned according to the design drawings, the temporary
anchorage prestress of the zero block of the transfer pier is
lifted, the prestressed pipeline is cut of, and the plane
template of the beam joint and the beam support are re-
moved by the Visa plate.

2.2. Prestress Construction. After the construction of the
transfer pier-top section and each cantilever section is
completed, the concrete strength reaches 95% of the design
strength, and the elastic modulus reaches 100% of the design
value, and the tension is carried out after the age is not less
than 5 days. Tension 2LT0, 2LB, tension control stress of
steel strand tension is 1,280MPa, tension control stress of
fnishing rolled rebar is 740MPa, temporary prestressed
rebar and temporary prestressed steel strand hole are not
grouted. In the construction process, with the prestress
tension of each section, the section stress at the beam joint
increases gradually, and the increase of the compression of
the beam joint support may lead to the relaxation of the
temporary prestress. Terefore, the temporary prestress
should be checked after the completion of the construction
of each section, and the relaxation of the prestressed steel
strand or the fnishing rolled screw steel should be
supplemented.

Te permanent prestress tension adopts 450T hydraulic
jack, the size is A472× 374mm, and the stroke is 200mm.
Te prestressed cable at the roof is tensioned by putting the
bridge deck into the jack, and the prestressed cable at the
foor is tensioned by putting the jack into the manhole.
When the prestressed cable at the web is tensioned, 5 cm
holes are reserved at the prestressed cable corresponding to
the beam joint template, and the jack is fxed and tensioned
by the wire rope, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 2: Permanent prestressing layout.

Figure 3: Layout diagram of prestressed steel tendons for cantilever casting segments of junction piers.
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3. Finite Element Analysis

Te structure of the transfer pier is more complex and the
modeling is more difcult. If themodel is established according
to the real structure, it will cause abnormal grid division,
resulting in nonconvergence of calculation or inaccurate set-
tlement results, so it is necessary to simplify the model.
However, this will greatly reduce the reality of the model and
reduce the credibility of the analysis results. In this paper, due
to the use of the advanced BIMmodeling technology (as shown
in Figure 9), the parameterized method is used to optimize the
model, and the best meshing result is obtained on the basis of

not signifcantly simplifying the model, which not only satisfes
the reality of the model but also makes the fnite element
calculation proceed smoothly. For the mechanical analysis
work in the structural design phase, data conversion and in-
formation transfer between the BIM model and fnite element
model have become the main factors limiting its efciency and
quality, with the development of the BIM technology appli-
cation in the whole life cycle [5].

Te high mesh quality of the fnite element model and
the lack of excessive simplifcations improve the confdence
of the computational analysis and speed up the fnite ele-
ment solution.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the temporary Anchorage structure of the junction pier.
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3.1. Finite Element Modelling. In this paper, ABAQUS
general fnite element analysis software is used for numerical
calculation, and the three-dimensional model optimized by
the BIM technology is directly imported into the fnite el-
ement software for meshing. Te three structures will in-
teract in the calculation and analysis, namely, the concrete

structure of the transfer pier, the beam-slit support structure
composed of Visa plate and steel plate, and the permanent
and temporary prestressed anchorage system. In order to
make the calculation and analysis more accurate, the fnite
element model truly restores the size and position of the
three components, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 5: Visa plate compression test.

Bracket fabrication and processing Bracket fabrication and processing

Formwork fabrication and processing

Beam joint formwork processing

Mobilization of prestressed materials

Reinforcement processing

Installation of bottom formwork and external formwork

Concrete mix proportion design Concrete pouring and curing

Removal of internal and bottom formwork

Prestressed tensioning and grouting

End formwork removal and concrete roughening

Installation of roof reinforcement and prestress

Installation of beam joint formwork

Positioning and installation of prestressed notch

Installation of bottom web reinforcemant and prestress

Positioning and installation of notch of stopper

Installation of internal formwork, support and top formwork

Figure 6: Construction fowchart of No. 0 block of junction pier.
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Te object of calculation and analysis in this paper is No.
85 connecting pier.Te height of the pier is 49.264m and the
height of both legs is 30m, which is one of the highest three
connecting piers. Te connecting pier and Visa plate adopt
solid element, and the steel bundle adopts cable element,
with a total of 128,337 elements and 146,959 nodes. Te
cable element is embedded in the solid element, and the fxed
boundary conditions are set on the bottom of the cap, and
the material properties are shown in Table 1.

Before the analysis of the transfer pier, the beam element
model is used to calculate and analyze the cantilever con-
struction stage of the transfer pier, and the deformation on
both sides of the transfer pier in each construction stage is
obtained, which is applied as a boundary condition to the
two ends of the solid element model of the transfer pier. Each
deformation represents a construction stage. After the
construction of block zero of the transfer pier is completed,
the cantilever construction shall be continued on both sides

Figure 7: Processing schematic of beam seam template.

Wire rope

Lifting jack

5 cm reserve hole

Figure 8: Layout of temporary prestressed tensioned jacks.

Figure 9: Te BIM model and fnite element model.
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until the nine construction stages of the closure are shown in
Figure 11 and Table 2.

3.2. Static Result Analysis. Due to the temporary anchorage
of the zero blocks, it is equivalent to the rigid frame pier in
the construction process before closure. Te construction
load mainly depends on the temporary prestressed steel
beam and the fnish rolling rebar. Te tension control stress
of the steel strand is 1,280MPa, and the tension control
stress of the fnish rolling rebar is 740MPa. In the calcu-
lation, the controlled prestress construction is applied by
changing the temperature load of the material. Te stress
state before concrete closure is consistent with the middle
pier of the rigid-frame bridge, and the deformation is shown
in Figure 12.

It can be seen from the fgure that due to the application
of temporary anchorage prestress, the part of the structure is
in a compression state, and the local concrete near the
application of prestress has complex stress and large stress.
As can be seen from the fgure, due to the application of
temporary anchorage prestress, the part of the structure is in
a state of compression, and the local concrete near the
prestress is complex, and there is a large stress. Te time-
frequency characteristics of the longitudinal displacements
of bearings and expansion joints are analyzed using the
empirical wavelet transform. Te long-term characteristics
of the longitudinal displacements of bearings and expansion
joints in the operation period are explored [6].

Figure 13 shows the deformation diagram of the pre-
stressed steel bundle and fne threaded steel bar in the
second stage of construction. It can be seen that due to the
application of prestress, the deformation of steel bundle and
rebar is only about 1mm.

As shown in Figure 14, the compressive stress of the visa
plate shows an uneven distribution, the maximum com-
pressive stress at the bottom corner is 17MPa, and the
distribution of the compressive stress is related to the size
and position of the prestress. Te static bending extrusion
strength of the Visa plate with the thickness of 21mm is
25MPa, and the selected Visa board can meet the re-
quirements of force and deformation.

As can be seen from the left picture of Figure 15, in the
cantilever construction, the top of the zero block pier is
anchored, the fexible pier will retract from the upper part
with the deformation of the zero block, the lower part ex-
pands outward with the reverse bending point, and the
maximum deformation of the upper part is 9.3mm. As can
be seen from the picture on the right of Figure 15, when the
fexible pier is deformed, the tensile stress at the root of the

Figure 10: Prestressed steel beam and the Visa plate.

Table 1: Material properties.

Materials Density
(kg/m3)

Elastic modulus
(GPa) Poisson’s ratio

C50
concrete 2,500 35 0.2

Visa board 780 7.6 0.15
Steel
products 7850 210 0.25

Figure 11: Calculation of the integral construction stage of the
beam element model.

Table 2: Defection of zero blocks in each construction stage.

Construction stage Defection (mm)
0 3.1
1 4.9
2 6.2
3 7.8
4 9.3
5 10.8
6 11.6
7 12.2
8 13.1
9 11.5
Note. Construction stage 9 is the closure stage.
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fexible pier is larger, because the internal prestress of the
pier is not taken into account in the calculation, the result is
only for reference and needs to be locally strengthened at the
root of the two limbs.

Figure 16 shows the force and deformation of the
connecting pier after the bridge is closed and the anchorage
is removed. It can be seen from the fgure that due to the

release of the constraint at the top of the pier, the loaded piles
of the two single limbs are similar to the cantilever beam, and
the inside of the single limb is subjected to tensile stress, the
maximum tensile stress is about 2.7MPa, and the maximum
deformation of the limb is 33.5mm. Te fexible pier can
release the deformation caused by the joint through its own
deformation, so as to improve the stress conditions of the
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Figure 12: Cloud picture of the second maximum principal stress at the construction stage.
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Figure 13: Cloud diagram of deformation of second steel bundle and steel bar in construction stage.
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Figure 14: Compressive stress cloud diagram of the Visa plate.
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Figure 15: Deformation diagram of double-leg thin-walled piers under anchorage condition.
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rigid frame bridge and reduce the additional internal force of
the bridge. However, due to the existence of the tensile stress
on the inside of the single limb, the pier will crack if it is not
handled properly, so local reinforcement must be done when
this type of pier is used.

3.3. Applying Seismic Time-History Load. Te seismic area
where the bridge is located is 8 degrees, the site is class III,
the design reference period is 100 years, and the substructure
and special position of the bridge are the key fortifcation
parts. In order to simulate the seismic time-history load,
based on the data of PEER (Pacifc earthquake Engineering
Research Center), the processed waveforms of seismic waves
occurring near this area are obtained as shown in Figure 17:

When the earthquake intensity is lower than the
earthquake intensity, the destructive efect of the frequent
earthquake on the bridge structure is small. Te acceleration
of the common earthquake is 0.08 g and the gravity accel-
eration is defned as gravity acceleration. For the conve-
nience of the study, the safe value is 10m/s2, and the peak
value of seismic acceleration is within 0.8m/s2.

In this paper, on the basis of the time-history analysis of
the common earthquake of the connecting pier, the time-
history analysis is also done under the action of rare
earthquake. Te seismic wave used is the seismic wave

obtained after amplifcation and correction of common
seismic waves, and the peak seismic acceleration reaches
4m/s2, as shown in Figure 18.

Under the stress state after the analysis of the ABAQUS
construction stage, the model applies the acceleration time-
history load in three directions: common earthquake and
rare earthquake, carries on the time-history analysis, and
obtains the time-history analysis result data.

3.4. Force Analysis Based on Rain Flow Counting Method.
In the vertical direction of the double-leg thin-walled pier,
the maximum principal stress data of three elements (as
shown in the fgure) are calculated by using the rain fow
counting method, and the stress interval, average stress and
cycle times can be obtained, as shown in Figure 19. Te rain
fow method is regarded as the most common cycle-
counting method used in the irregular loading spectrum
and is therefore adopted in this study [7].

As shown in Figure 20, from the statistics of the rain fow
count of the maximum principal stress in frequently en-
countered earthquakes, the maximum principal stress at
position 1 and 3 of the connecting pier is larger, and the
stress at position 2 is smaller, and the average stress of the
maximum cycle number of the element at position 1 is about
2.9MPa, the element at position 2 is about 1.24MPa, and
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Figure 16: Deformation diagram of double-leg thin-walled piers under anchorage removal.
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Figure 17: Frequently encountered seismic waves. (a) N-S seismic wave. (b) E-W seismic wave. (c) U-D seismic wave.
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Figure 18: Continued.
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that at position 3 is about 2.47MPa, so under the action of
common earthquakes, the concrete on the surface of the two
limbs of the connecting pier will not produce structural
cracks, and the pier can work normally.

As shown in Figure 21, from the rain fow count statistics
of the maximum principal stress of rare earthquakes, the

distribution law of themaximumprincipal stress is similar to
that of common earthquakes, but the value of principal stress
increases greatly. Te stress average value of the maximum
cycle number of the element at location 1 is about 8.9MPa,
the element at location 2 is about 4.1MPa, and the element at
location 3 is about 8.23MPa. Te concrete on the surface of
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Figure 21: Statistics of rain fow count of maximum principal stress in rare earthquake units. (a) Rain fow count statistics of units at
location 1. (b) Rain fow count statistics of units at location 2. (c) Rain fow count statistics at 3 locations.
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both limbs of the connecting pier has been cracked, and the
internal steel bar will play an important role in the bearing
capacity.

4. Conclusion

Te approach bridge of Quanzhou Bay Bridge on Fuzhou-
Xiamen High-speed Railway is a multijoint rigid frame
bridge without support.Te top of the transfer pier is broken
horizontally along the bridge, and the large deformation
capacity of the double-limb thin-walled fexible pier can
efectively release the deformation of the multijoint due to
temperature change and other factors. In order to adopt the
same cantilever cast-in-place construction technology as the
middle pier in the construction, the zero block separated
from the pier is temporarily anchored to form a whole, and
the temporary anchorage is removed after the cantilever
construction is closed.

Due to the complex force of the construction method,
the bridge structure will undergo structural system trans-
formation, so it is necessary to analyze the mechanical state
of related components in the process of construction and
system transformation in detail. In this paper, through the
establishment of a high authenticity fnite element model,
the deformation and stress changes of the junction pier in
each construction stage are calculated and analyzed, and its
mechanical laws are summarized, so as to provide a refer-
ence for the future application of this type of pier.
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